
This document includes the lessons you need to follow in order to learn how to program using 
RobotC graphical programming language.  

 
All programs created will be 
stored on thumbdrives. The 
thumbdrives are numbered. 
Be sure to get the same 
thumbdrive each time.  
 
Step one: after inserting the  
thumbdrive in the computer 
open it and create a new 
folder with your name as the 
folder name.  All programs 
saved should have your 
name included in the file 
name and should be saved to 
your folder.  
 

All of the computers in the robotics room contain the software needed to complete these 
challenges. You will be able to run these programs in the Virtual World Challenge Pack or on a 
real robot with slight modifications between the two programs.  
 
As you go through these lessons, be sure to watch the videos and try the quizzes. It will help 
build your knowledge base.   
 

The order I have listed in this document has you skip some of the activities or complete them in 
a different order than listed on the website. I made these choices after completing a Carnegie 
Mellon Robotic Academy training during the summer.  
 

NOTE: When a video lesson tells you to open a program linked to the 
right of the video—DON’T! Instead open a new file and create the 
program from the explanation in the video.  Most of the links won’t 
open or are blank when opened.  
 

Go to : http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/ 
 
Getting Started (Use one of the robots already built. Be sure to plug things in to the correct ports and 

to get the matching labeled remote and brain)  

System config 

1, About VEX IQ 

2, Updating VEX IQ System Firmware 

3, Motors and Sensors setup 

http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/A-1SystemConfig1.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/A-1SystemConfig2.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/A-2FirstProgram3.html


Basic Movement 

(Skip- Moving forward 1-sensabot challenge 

explanation 2 config robot) 

3- Move forward create new  (don’t open 

program to the right, it is blank) , forward, 

save 

4- Arm control move motor 

* challenge Cargo Transport 

* challenge sensabot (see moving  

forward 1 for explanation) 

 

Turning 

(Skip 1-Orchard tractor, 2- robot config)  

3-Turning in place (motor vs wheel turns) 

4-* challenge turn 90 

*Orchard (see turning 1) 

 

Sensors 

Forward until Touch 

(Skip-1- intro to sensors 2-robot config)  

do big ideas here 

3-Move until touch 

i Big Ideas (better sensor intro) 

4- vacuum challenge answer code *touch all 

four walls *Arm Position challenge  

C- Touch sensor challenge 

 

Forward Until Near 

(Skip- 1 hexarotor, 2- robot config, ) 

3- Forward until Near 

*threshold values setting touchLED color 

change 250, 500, 750 

4- threshold answer 

*dynamiMaze challenge  

 

Turn for Angle 

(Skip-1-golf course mower challenge, 2-robot 

config) 

3- turn for Angle gyro 

4- turn for Angle gyro 2 

5- right turns answer 

*Mower (See 1 also) 

 

Forward until color 

(Skip-1- autonomous vehicles, stop lights, 2-

robot config) 

3- forward until red 

*red light, green light 

* traffic signal repeat for four lights 

Loops 

(Skip- 1-intro to container transport, 2-robot 

config)  

do big ideas here  

3-forever loop  

4-count loop 

5- sensor control loop 

*square dance 

* container handler- four containers 

 

If/Else 

(Skip 1- strawberry sorter, 2-robot config, 3-

Turn if blocked 

4- looped decisions 

5-*color comparison 

*strawberry sorter 

 

Repeated decisions 

(Skip- 1-autonomous tractor, 2-robot config) 

3- obstacle detection failures 

4- obstacle detection 

5-*obstacle until black line 

*orchard obstacle challenge 

 

Line Tracking  

(Skip 1 Introduction with AMTS, 2-robot 

configuration) 

3- line tracking 

4- Line track for Distance 

*line tracking challenge  

 

 

http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward4.html#mc2
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward1.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-3Turning3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-3Turning4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-3Turning5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/1-2MovingForward1.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-1ForwardUntilTouch4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-1ForwardUntilTouch3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-1ForwardUntilTouch5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-1ForwardUntilTouch6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-2ForwardUntilNear3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-2ForwardUntilNear4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-2ForwardUntilNear5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-3TurnForAngle3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-3TurnForAngle4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-3TurnForAngle5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-3TurnForAngle6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-3TurnForAngle1.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-4ForwardUntilColor3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-4ForwardUntilColor3.html#mc1
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/2-4ForwardUntilColor5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops7.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-1Loops8.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-2IfElse3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-2IfElse4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-2IfElse5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-2IfElse6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-3RepeatedDecisions3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-3RepeatedDecisions4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-3RepeatedDecisions5.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-3RepeatedDecisions6.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-4LineTracking3.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-4LineTracking4.html
http://curriculum.cs2n.org/vexiq/lesson/3-4LineTracking5.html

